PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

**TRACTION™** Slip Resistant Floor Treatment, Cleaner and Maintainer is a highly effective, product formulated for use on Acrylic Sealers and Floor Finishes on marble, terrazzo, wood sports floors, vinyl, linoleum and other resilient floor surfaces. Unlike other floor maintenance products, **TRACTION™** leaves a thin, invisible film which increases the slip resistance of the floor surface and reduces the potential for slips and falls. May be used over acrylic polymer floor finishes as well as synthetic and carnauba based floor waxes. As a gloss restorer, **TRACTION™** is highly concentrated and is more economical to use compared to many traditional restoring products on the market today. Effective in both damp mopping and machine scrubbing operations. Excellent for use on floors in hospitals, shopping malls, schools, offices, supermarkets and anywhere that slips and falls are a problem.

For unsealed stone floors use **Original SAF-T-STEP®** Slip Resistant Floor Cleaner & Treatment. For sealed stone floors use **SAF-T-STEP® N.A.C.** Acid Free Slip Resistant Floor Treatment & Cleaner.

### Product Features
- Increases Slip Resistance
- Detergent
- Self-Neutralizing
- Concentrated
- Thin, Invisible Film
- Foam Control
- Polymer Base
- Use in Cold Water
- Underwriters Laboratories Classified as to Slip Resistance

### User Benefits
- Reduces Potential for Slip and Fall Accidents
- Effective One-Step Cleaning
- No Final Rinsing
- Economical to Use
- Extends Finish Life
- Does Not Clog Recovery Tank in Automatic Scrubbers
- Excellent for Spray Buffing
- Extends Finish Life - Saves Energy
- Demonstrates User’s Attempts to Maintain Safe Floors
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

For Burnishing / Glass Restoration / Safety Treatment:
Mix 8 oz of TRACTION™ per gallon of cold water. Mop in a wet, even coat and allow to dry. Buff entire area. For spray buffing, mix 1 part TRACTION™ to 10 parts cold water and apply with trigger sprayer. Use high speed or standard speed equipment.

For General Damp Mopping:
Mix 4 oz TRACTION™ per gallon of cold water and apply with a mop. This product is self-neutralizing and requires no clear water rinse. If rinsing is desired, use TRACTION™ diluted 4 oz per gallon of cold water.

For Use in Automatic Scrubbers:
For surface cleaning, use 2 oz per gallon of cold water and red buff pad. TRACTION™ has foam control. For heavy scrubbing, use 4 oz per gallon of cold water.

For Heavily Soiled or Greasy Floors:
Mix 8 oz of TRACTION™ per gallon of cold water. If necessary, mop or scrub twice with TRACTION™.

FOR BEST RESULTS:

✔ Use TRACTION™ regularly as a mopping solution

✔ Use of cold water will extend finish life

✔ Do not use a final clear water rinse

✔ Do not mix with other chemicals